The Fantasy Baseball Black Book 2016 Edition: Presented By FanDuel (Fantasy Black Book Book 8)
The #1 best-selling fantasy baseball guide on the Kindle Store for the last 4 years running is back for 2016! RPV takes that one step further and provides a simple but powerful framework for adapting positional adjustments to any league format or depth. I’ll be reading the Black Book in detail leading up to my drafts this year, and hope my opponents haven’t heard about it yet.— Cory Schwartz, VP of Stats for MLB.com, Tout Wars

“Joe takes a complex problem fantasy owners have and comes up with an easy-to-understand solution. Better yet, his concept of Relative Position Value works for any fantasy format with any number of teams! With the Black Book, they get the full instruction manual.— Steve Gardner, Senior Fantasy Editor for USA Today Sports, Tout Wars

“Pisapia’s ideas and concepts on relative value are some of the smartest things I’ve read on this topic in all my years playing fantasy.— Will Carroll, Head of Content FanDuel

Joe Pisapia is the creator of the revolutionary player evaluation tool Relative Position Value (RPV), host of The Fantasy Black Book Show on Sirius/XM Fantasy Sports Channel 210/87 and co-host of the Dear Mr. Fantasy Podcast. His Fantasy Black Book is the fundamental alternative to the stale content, recycled player rankings and glossy photos that dominate so many fantasy baseball sites and magazines at half the price. In 2016, he’s returned with complete RPV percentages for all players in points and roto leagues, as well as RPV per Dollar for DFS players and auction league drafts. The NEW and expanded 2016 Fantasy Black Book features include:

* Over 400+ Player Profiles with complete Points and Roto League RPV * 2016 Draft Strategies for ALL formats including snake, auction and dynasty * DFS Strategies and ALL NEW RPV per Dollar * Analysis * All Over/Underrated Team of 2016 & The 5 Biggest Questions in Fantasy 2016 * Impact Rookies and Top Prospects for 2016 * Black Book philosophies on roster management, making trades, being the commish and much more! Pisapia outlines a comprehensive approach to planning, scouting, drafting and managing your fantasy team. He also introduces a revolutionary new statistical approach that helps simplify the measuring and comparison of fantasy player performance both within and across positions. Whether you’re new to fantasy baseball or a grizzled veteran looking for a leg up on the competition, the Fantasy Black Book is the place to start.

**Book Information**
The previous three versions I purchased were great, unfortunately I have had a different experience this time around. The version I received from was an unedited version and full of enough errors to make it frustrating and almost unreadable. In the past I had contacted the author and he was very responsive. Upon emailing Mr. Pisapia this time I had an almost immediate response and he sent me a copy of the corrected version of this book. The editing was still not up to his previous standards but a vast improvement. I realize this is not an expensive book but I was spoiled by his previous editions. The fantasy information is what it’s all about and as in the past I enjoy his information and trust his ranking system enough to make them an important part of my draft day preparation. Would have been a five star if the editing had been better.

First, I am a positive person so I will say that this book has some interesting content, but you have to be kidding me with all the typos. I’m not talking just about a word here or there. Basic facts are screwed up throughout the book... I am pretty sure Michael Pineda did not have an 83.3 K/9 for instance. It’s like it was written and then not read through even once before publishing. I would look elsewhere for professional advice.
Excellent philosophy that will help you strategies for your fantasy baseball league. I'm in a keeper league and the insights from this book helped me to a final four finish after a last place finish. I'm now well setup for this year due to drafting and transacting with RPV. For five dollars, it's much more valuable than all the magazines you could buy. I highly recommend.

This was the first year that I purchased this book- and I will be purchasing it again next year. I appreciate that it comes out about mid-way through spring training- so this book has more current information and projections than most fantasy baseball publications. Another fantastic plus for this publication was the ability to purchase the Kindle version.

The content once again is okay and in some regards good, its the fact that it appears this has never been proofread makes me skeptical. The number of wrong words used, misspelled words galore, not updating in at least 6 areas that the figures were 2016 rather than 2015 makes me wonder and begin to doubt the "validity" or usability of the contents. Apparently this book is done on the fly, auto dictated and never checked for errors, I won't fall for it again in 2017.

I have purchased this for the 3rd consecutive year, only because of the tiered rankings which are effective when determining value in snake drafts. My only complaint is the list of ranked players is not up to date. Does the author revise these anytime?

I could not recommend this book from Mr. Pisapia high enough! I started listening to Joe’s DFS baseball advice last spring. His RPV concept (Relative Position Value), changed the way I approached creating my lineups. In 2016 I will use the same strategy to have another successful DFS baseball season.

2nd straight year I have utilized insights from this book. He explains fantasy strategy well and his rankings are quite useful in application to drafting players.. Joe Pisapia needs to hire a better editor / proofreader for the 2017 Edition though. Over two dozen misspells, grammatical errors, punctuation errors et al in this year’s edition.
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